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ABSTRACT 

Navigation with fluorescence guidance has emerged in the last decade as a promising strategy to improve the 

efficacy of oncologic surgery. To achieve routine clinical use, the onus is on the surgical community to 

objectively assess the value of this technique.  This assessment may facilitate both the Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) approval of new optical imaging agents and reimbursement for the imaging procedures. It 

is critical to characterize fluorescence-guided procedural benefits over existing practices and to elucidate both 

the costs and safety risks.  This report is the result of a meeting of the International Society of Image Guided 

Surgery (ISIGS, www.isigs.org) on February 6th, 2015 in Miami, Florida and reflects a consensus of the 

participants’ opinions. Our objective is to critically evaluate the imaging platform technology and optical 

imaging agents, and to make recommendations for successful clinical trial development of this highly promising 

approach in oncologic surgery. 
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INTRODUCTION 

While the field of surgery has recently experienced tremendous advances in optical technologies and 

robotics, one area that has remained constant is the dependence on visual and palpable cues that differentiate 

diseased from healthy tissue.  Reliance on white light limits the visual contrast available to the operating 

surgeon to a narrow dynamic range in the colorimetric spectrum. Consequently, the ability to identify 

subclinical and deep-seated disease states during oncologic surgery is difficult, and the surgeon must rely on 

non-specific visual changes and manual palpation of subtle irregularities to guide cancer excision. The most 

common method of intraoperative margin control is frozen section analysis; however, this technique is time 

intensive and can sample only a small fraction of the wound bed, resulting in reversal in up to 19% of cancer 

cases (1, 2).  Given that the primary treatment modality for most solid tumors is radical surgery, and since 

positive margins (defined as tumor cells present at the cut edge of the surgical specimen) are associated with 

increased local recurrence and poor prognoses, real-time intraoperative distinction between tumor and normal 

tissue is urgently needed to improve surgical outcomes, and to simultaneously prevent under- and over-

treatment.  

Conventional anatomical imaging modalities; such as MRI, ultrasound, and CT, have been adopted for 

use in the operating room. Additionally, advanced imaging suites with combined operating rooms are becoming 

more commonplace in major institutions. Many of these include intraoperative positron emission tomography 

(PET) imaging to be used in adjunct with MRI for tumor mapping and validating tumor excision completeness 

during surgery. Unfortunately, these imaging techniques are neither real-time nor tumor-specific.  Furthermore, 

conventional imaging modalities are typically quite costly and cannot be applied easily in the surgical field of 

view.  Use of optical imaging for cancer-specific navigation has been successfully introduced in glioma surgery 

with the use of the fluorescent agent 5-aminolevulinic acid (5-ALA) (3, 4).  Additional clinical trials evaluating 

fluorescence-guided techniques are ongoing (Table 1). Evaluation of cetuximab-IRDye800 in head and neck 

cancer has suggested that fluorescently labeled antibodies are safe and can detect subclinical fragments of 

tumor. To extend optical imaging techniques to other oncologic settings, future clinical trials of image-guided 

surgery will need to be designed in a way that rigorously evaluates the added benefit for patients, while also 
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assessing the cost effectiveness.  Unlike the introduction of a new drug for the treatment of cancer, surgical 

trials evaluating fluorescence-guided resection present unique hurdles, such as limited surgical procedure 

standardization, difficulty in patient randomization, what endpoints to use as assessment metrics, and 

variations in how surgeons currently determine the normal vs. tumor interface during surgery. Therefore, it is 

critical for the surgical community to address these issues early in the clinical development of optical imaging 

agents and technology, particularly considering the limited commercial resources available for developing 

these products. 

To cooperatively accomplish these goals, the International Society of Image-Guided Surgery was formed 

and a consensus meeting was held in February 2015 to discuss regulatory pathways, clinical trial design, and 

patient safety. Attendees included an international assembly of surgeons, scientists, and regulatory 

administrators who cooperatively addressed specific issues facing the translation of this technology. The 

objective of this meeting was to identify optimal routes for imaging agent and device regulatory approval, and 

successful clinical trial outcomes. This consensus of the meeting attendees may serve as standardized 

guidance for navigating the regulatory process and designing successful clinical trials in fluorescence-guided 

surgery for oncologic resection. A summary of recommendations is given in Table 2. 

FDA REGULATORY PATHWAYS AND OBTAINING AN IND 

Early phase clinical trials will need to establish the safety of optical imaging contrast agents as well as 

that of the accompanying imaging device, if not already approved. Trials designed to evaluate the safety of 

imaging agents typically evaluate small, single doses of the agent, which may have limited potential for probe-

induced toxicity. Still, early phase clinical studies are essential to detect early safety events. However, trials 

with limited numbers of patients often have a more difficult time detecting infusion reactions or other 

immunological events that tend to be rare and dose independent.  Conventional Phase I study designs often 

use dose escalation to determine a maximally tolerated dose for therapeutic drugs. Maximally tolerated doses 

are not appropriate for imaging agents because optimal imaging contrast should be achieved well below toxic 

dose (5-8). When disease-specific contrast is the objective, reducing the uptake in normal tissues is just as 

critical as increasing the disease-specific uptake. Therefore, imaging agent dosing should be scaled to 
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determine optimal delineation of cancer compared to normal tissue, and the optimal contrast may not 

necessarily correlate with increasing dose.  Nevertheless, in comparison to radionuclide imaging drugs, which 

emit high-energy photons with little tissue attenuation, the signals from optical imaging agents are subject to 

greater attenuation and may require greater doses to achieve suitable contrast. Considering these realities, the 

consensus was that a dose escalation study designed to detect optimal imaging contrast (optimal tumor to 

background ratio) during surgery as well as safety is generally preferred over a trial design or dosing schedule 

intended solely to assess imaging agent safety.  Furthermore, early phase clinical trials should be designed to 

identify the appropriate timing of imaging agent administration relative to surgery. 

EXPLORATORY IND (EIND) OR MICRODOSING 

In 2006, to reduce the significant demand of resources and time required for traditional Investigational 

New Drug (IND) applications, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) published a guidance document that 

described the “Exploratory IND (eIND).”  The eIND refers to a regulatory process that allows very early clinical 

trials (“Phase 0”) to proceed with relatively limited clinical data if the investigational imaging agent is 

administered at a sub pharmaceutical dose (≤ 100 micrograms of a synthetic drug or ≤ 30nmol of a protein) (9, 

10). The primary reason to obtain an eIND, as opposed to the traditional IND process, is to accelerate first-in-

human experience and to obtain proof of concept and pharmacokinetic data early in development. If the eIND 

study is successful, then additional toxicology will need to be performed for submission of a traditional IND 

application. Therefore, full imaging drug development proceeds only under the traditional IND pathway.  Trial 

designs for eIND studies must involve limited human exposure (generally a single drug administration) and 

have no goal of producing therapeutic or diagnostic benefits. Depending on the affinity for the target and the 

clearance characteristics for an optical imaging probe, this approach may or may not be useful for optical 

probes. Guidance documents about obtaining an eIND can be found at the FDA website (11).  

IND-ENABLING TOXICOLOGY 

Filing a traditional IND requires submission of sufficient nonclinical toxicology and manufacturing 

information to support the safety of the proposed clinical trial.  The process of compiling an IND for a new 

imaging agent is well beyond the scope of this document; however, there are several aspects to the 
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development of a cancer-specific fluorescent imaging agent that are worth noting.  Nonclinical toxicology 

studies should be designed around general pharmacology (mechanism of action and dose-related effects), 

pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, safety, assessment of the major organs vulnerable to toxicity, and an 

estimate of the margin of safety between a clinical and a toxic dose.   The most conservative approach in first 

in human trials using a dose escalation strategy usually entails beginning at the microdose level.  To obtain 

these data, doses in nonclinical studies should bracket the expected clinical dose, including a dose that is 

significantly higher than the anticipated highest dose and usually require exploration of at least 3 drug dosages 

(or possibly a single high dose).  Generally a rodent and a non-rodent species are selected for these studies, 

but the test species must be pharmacologically responsive or have the appropriate antigen specificity to the 

proposed study drug. Agents with unique toxicities that may be less dose-related in humans, such as certain 

proteins (allergic response) and/or novel receptor targeting-agents, may require use of non-human primates.   

The manufacturing processes and formulation of the study drug for nonclinical toxicology does not need to 

meet the standards of those for Phase 3 clinical studies; however, the drug formulation should be similar 

enough to ensure that the toxicology results can support full product development, including Phase 3 trials.   

The FDA imaging guidance documents are found at the FDA website (12).   

The FDA pre-IND consultation program provides a unique opportunity to obtain imaging agent-specific 

advice regarding the data and information to submit with an IND application.  A productive pre-IND meeting 

requires that the IND sponsor have a nonclinical toxicology, manufacturing and clinical protocol plan in place 

so the FDA can answer specific questions about the suitability of the strategy, such as ‘Does the design of the 

extended follow-up, single dose rodent study appear reasonable to support the proposed clinical trial doses of 

the imaging agent?’ Traditionally the FDA will not provide input to open ended questions such as ‘What 

evaluations should be performed during the toxicology experiments?’  Current FDA guidance documents 

provide much in the way of nonclinical, manufacturing and clinical trial design advice, and the FDA expects 

sponsors (the individual or organization responsible for actually submitting the IND) to have incorporated 

advice from these documents in the development of their IND submission plans.  Therefore, a relatively mature 

imaging agent/technology development plan is critical to provide the greatest benefit to the sponsor. A pre-IND 
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meeting may be conducted over the telephone or in person; however, the consensus is that in-person 

meetings generally facilitate discussion of critical topics.   

Fluorescent labeling of approved drugs or biological products, such as therapeutic antibodies, have 

been be translated to the clinic with fewer toxicology studies than new optical imaging agents (13) (14).  The 

purpose of the toxicology studies in this setting is to demonstrate that the fluorescently labeled agent has the 

same toxicity and pharmacokinetic profile as the unlabeled, approved product.  Based on limited results, when 

fluorescently labeling the approved product, a low dye to product mass ratio(15) favors similar clearance rates 

and limited change in the toxicity/antigenicity of the molecule.  Although the intellectual property issues 

surrounding these fluorescently labeled products remain complex, successful clinical translation may be more 

efficient in comparison to unique imaging agents, rather than for agents with no prior extensive clinical testing.  

Once an IND has been successfully opened, sponsors may submit amendments to the IND to support the 

enrollment of additional patients to the ongoing clinical protocol, or new protocols investigating the 

investigational optical imaging agent in other cancer types.   As with the initial clinical protocol development, 

these alterations in the clinical development program must maintain compliance with the local Institutional 

Review Board (IRB) expectations.  

PAIRING OF IMAGING DEVICE AND AGENT 

Prior to the marketing of new imaging devices, the FDA requires that the manufacturer (typically the sponsor) 

obtain clearance for marketing the device under a “510(K)” clearance pathway or approval under the 

PreMarket Approval process (PMA) (16). The 510(K) premarket submission mechanism allows an FDA review 

and clearance for marketing based on the “substantial equivalence” of a new device to an already FDA-cleared 

or approved device (17).  Prior to the submission of a 510(K) application or PMA to support marketing of a new 

device, the regulatory development of the device proceeds in a manner similar to that for a new optical imaging 

agent.  That is, clinical trials often evaluate the new imaging device following submission of an Investigational 

Device Exemption application to the FDA.  If the new device is paired with a new optical imaging agent in the 

initial clinical trial, the FDA often requests submission of supporting safety information for both the device and 
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imaging agent with an IND, rather than submission of an IND as well as an Investigational Device Exemption 

application.  This agent-device IND submission process is one of the topics to consider for a pre-IND meeting. 

The pairing of a fluorescence contrast agent and imaging device for regulatory approval as combination 

products remains very polarizing. If an imaging agent is intended to be imaged using a specific device, then 

FDA classifies the agent and device as a “combination product”. To expand the range of devices and potential 

imaging agents that could be used interchangeably in the future, the general consensus from this meeting was 

that it is preferable for device manufacturers to seek marketing approval without restriction of the device to any 

specific optical imaging agent if the device can successfully image more than one fluorophore within the 

device’s excitation/emission spectrum.  Discussions during a pre-IND meeting or during a subsequent meeting 

with FDA (such as an End of Phase 2 meeting) should address combination product development 

considerations.  The device manufacturer and optical imaging agent sponsor should develop a drug-device 

development program in preparation for this meeting.  Fluorescent agents could be paired with devices based 

on a range of wavelength overlap, rather than pair specific devices with specific probes.  

Rather than using an investigational imaging device in a clinical trial, using an FDA-cleared or approved 

imaging device with an established installation base can expedite imaging agent development. However, this 

approach may not be feasible if the device is not designed specifically for the imaging spectrum of the 

fluorophore.  Furthermore, repurposed devices may not be ideal for certain intraoperative surgical indications 

due to poor ergonomics, size limitations, and constrained integrated software. In general, imaging devices 

themselves are considered low risk or non-significant risk, however, advanced stage clinical trials will have to 

address how the information obtained from the fluorophore/device combination will be used in clinical decision 

making.   

CLINICAL TRIAL DESIGN 

EARLY PHASE CLINICAL ENDPOINTS 

The focus of Phase I clinical trials should be on safety of the imaging agent and device.  Secondary end 

points would include identification of the appropriate agent dose and timing for surgical intervention.  Optimal 

imaging agent dose should be defined by consideration of anticipated agent toxicities (if any), tumor-to-
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background ratio (TBR) required to differentiate diseased from normal tissue, patient work flow and economics.  

Ultimately, the optimal dose and timing of the imaging agent will be target- and clearance-dependent rather 

than dependent on the fluorescent probe. These parameters are highly reliant upon the pharmacokinetics of 

the agent and the physiology of the target. For example, extracellular matrix targets in the stromal 

compartment can exhibit contrasting characteristics to targets that are membrane-bound. Additionally, the 

optimal dose and timing can depend on half-life and targeting of the agent; for example, the imaging timing for 

an antibody may markedly differ from that of an antibody fragment or affibodies.   If these optical imaging 

agents are to be approved for the routine management of oncologic surgery it will be necessary to demonstrate 

that fluorescent signal correlates with the presence of cancer.  Eventually there will be a need to demonstrate 

patient benefit and clinical usefulness, but the cost and long-term follow-up to demonstrate these endpoints are 

often difficult to implement in early stage clinical trials. Safety and efficacy may be all that is required for IND 

approval, but proof of patient outcomes and economics are increasingly required by payers, and necessary for 

wide spread reimbursement and use of a new agent.   

ACCEPTABLE TOXICITY 

Diagnostic imaging agents are often held to a very high standard for safety because they are commonly 

given to a vast number of patients, sometimes at regular intervals, for a range of disease types, including some 

with very benign outcomes.  Owing to these factors, federal regulation considers anything over a grade 1 

reaction, defined as mild or asymptomatic response, unacceptable for imaging agents.  In chemotherapeutic 

trials with cytotoxic agents, an acceptable toxicity is usually a grade 1 or 2 reaction related to the study drug, 

albeit some grade 3 reactions can occur. Since the proposed use of optical contrast for surgical resection of 

cancer spans the gap between diagnostic and therapeutic imaging, there should be unique considerations 

granted for intra-operative imaging agents considering the disease is usually life threatening and the patient is 

undergoing a major procedure, usually under general anesthesia.  Depending on the nature of the disease 

type, the surgical intervention and prognosis, the group considered that a limited number of grade 2 adverse 

events, defined as moderate with local or noninvasive intervention indicated, would be acceptable.  It should 

be noted that this applies primarily to tumors requiring aggressive surgical intervention that have a significantly 
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high risk of mortality, compared to procedures where there are limited risks associated with the intervention.  

Patients should be followed for a sufficient duration of time to thoroughly evaluate the potential toxicity of the 

imaging agent/device/procedure; at a minimum, the follow-up duration should extend to at least four times the 

half-life of the imaging agent.   

PHASE I TRIALS 

Although early phase trials should focus on safety and dosing, future trials will be initiated based on 

data collected during these early examinations. Phase I patients are usually chosen from the likely pool of end-

use patients, which is often healthy patients for imaging agents. However, optical surgical navigation agents 

will be used in patients with biopsy-proven cancers undergoing surgery, so the pool for Phase I trials will be 

patients already triaged to surgery, allowing inclusion of secondary imaging endpoints in the results.  Apart 

from safety data, the success of the imaging strategy (agent and device) can be evaluated in several ways. 

First, sensitivity and specificity of the intraoperative imaging strategy can be calculated relative to surgeon 

assessment and pathological assessment. For example, perform the surgery in the absence of fluorescence-

guidance then apply the imaging post-resection to assess specimens and surgical beds. Secondly, the TBR 

will provide information on the ability of the imaging strategy to provide sufficient contrast for disease 

delineation. Thirdly, the specificity of the agent and device to accurately demarcate the disease border can be 

measured by mapping the fluorescence edge with the pathologic disease margin. In cases where a stable 

fluorescent imaging agent is used, the agent will survive pathological processing and fluorescence microscopy 

can be used to correlate fluorescence with histological evidence of tumor on H&E stained sections.  

Furthermore, immunohistochemistry can be performed to map specific tumor antigens with fluorescence 

intensity to determine successful drug penetration and targeting.   

For an indication of structure delineation, FDA guidance documents define clinical usefulness as the 

ability to distinguish normal from abnormal tissue.  Therefore, the most critical endpoint is demonstrating that 

the presence of fluorescence is specific for cancer. Correlating the fluorescence during surgical imaging 

presents a greater challenge due to the detailed mapping that is required to trace the fluorescent signal 

through formalin fixation and histological processing. Considering the multiple indications optical imaging 
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agents may ultimately be approved for, the common verification required for a cancer indication is 

demonstration that the imaging successfully delineates normal from abnormal tissue. There is a consensus 

that a standard methodology should be introduced to accomplish the correlation of fluorescence with the 

presence of tumor. 

When discussing this technology, it is often asked ‘what is the smallest amount of cancer that this 

technique can detect?’ Although detection of subclinical disease remains the primary objective of this imaging 

strategy, it should be recognized that it is very unlikely that this imaging technique will detect a mere few 

hundred cells.  Rather, the goal is to make an incremental improvement on the current ability to detect disease 

and improve the obvious limitations using intraoperative palpation and visual changes in the tissue.  This is 

especially true for minimally invasive procedures where there is loss of tactile and three-dimensional visual 

feedback. Furthermore, because measurement of fluorescent signal can be confounded by the attenuation of 

overlying tissue during imaging; the absence of fluorescent signal within a specimen or a wound bed should be 

interpreted with some caution.  Failure to see fluorescence could be explained by: 1) the absence of tumor, 2) 

residual disease is present but of insufficient quantity to generate measurable signal, or 3) the optical signal 

cannot be measured due to depth of penetration and attenuation. These limitations should be considered when 

designing early phase trials to assess novel imaging agents, while simultaneously realizing the full potential in 

the operating room. 

HISTOLOGY AS THE GOLD STANDARD 

To determine the sensitivity and specificity of the imaging agent, presence of disease must be 

confirmed using the current gold standard, which is histological analysis using H&E staining. However, 

histopathological evaluation of tumor specimens is subject to multiple inaccuracies, including sampling error, 

misinterpretation, and loss of tissue orientation (1, 18, 19). Correlating histological evidence of tumor with 

fluorescence is complicated by these limitations.  This particularly applies to false positives where the presence 

of fluorescence within a large tissue mass may not be confirmed by histology because of a failure to fully 

sample the entire specimen, missing the very small region of tumor that was detected by fluorescence.  It is not 

practical to completely evaluate even a small tumor sample (e.g., 1 cm by 1 cm) by serial sectioning, which 
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would require up to 2500 slides and thus can be considered impractical and non-executable, even in an 

experimental design.  It may be necessary to use PCR-based assays to increase the sensitivity of the gold 

standard for microscopic disease. Alternatively trials could be designed to include sectioning based on 

fluorescence information to further validate the accuracy of the fluorescent signal to detect disease.  

THRESHOLDING 

Fluorescence imaging can be threshold adjusted along a continuum of intensity that must be 

standardized to an acceptable baseline. The general consensus is that in order for optically guided surgery to 

advance to routine clinical use, there must be a widely adopted methodology for fluorescence assessment.  

For immediate identification of unknown samples in the operating room or pathology for a specific patient, the 

preferred methodology may be to image the known cancer (tumor mass in situ) and known normal tissue to 

adjust the threshold to reveal diseased tissue apart from normal. This calibration of threshold would be 

performed uniquely for each patient. Appropriate thresholding would be performed based on the known 

samples, revealing the fluorescence intensity of the unknown tissue.  This approach is considered optimal, 

considering a fixed threshold is very difficult to establish due to differences in tumor physiology, tissue 

properties, timing, molecular target expression, and clearance.  

For additional standardization, relative quantification may be critical for objective assessment and 

reporting. Similar to standardized uptake value in assessment and reporting of PET imaging, absolute counts 

(fluorescence intensity) from unknown tissue and known normal tissue can be used to generate a ratio. Using 

this methodology, a ratiometric threshold for positive disease can be experimentally developed and integrated 

into the onboard device software to objectively identify disease tissue intraoperatively in real-time. A recently 

published proof of concept study demonstrated this approach to be highly reproducible in the fluorescence-

guided surgical setting (20).  The general consensus is that this degree of standardized and objective 

assessment will be helpful for regulatory agencies in order to critically demonstrate the ability of the technique 

to differentiate normal tissue from disease.     

ADVANCED PHASE CLINICAL ENDPOINTS 

In many cancer surgeries, positive margins remain a challenge and are associated with poor outcomes. 
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In the majority of cases, the outcome resulting from a single positive surgical margin is not successfully 

mitigated by subsequent surgery to clear the margin (i.e. re-excision of the positive margin) and will require 

adjuvant chemotherapy and/or radiation.  But these additional treatments cannot compensate for poor 

outcomes due to tumor positive margins. The need for imaging to improve delineation of tumor and normal 

tissue is an obvious advantage to prevent cutting through cancer, identifying suspicious or close margins, and 

guiding a consistent margin around the tumor. The value of such an imaging agent would be consistent with 

how the FDA views approval of such agents.  According to the FDA guidance documents for approval of 

imaging products, Section 351(a) of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 262(a)): “the ability to locate and 

outline normal structures or distinguish between normal and abnormal anatomy can speak for itself with 

respect to the clinical value of the information and will not require additional information substantiating clinical 

usefulness.”  Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and other healthcare payer bodies, however, 

often have more stringent definitions of efficacy, and often include healthcare economics considerations. 

In discussion amongst oncologic surgeons familiar with this technology, there were several concerns 

regarding the complexity of alternate clinical trial endpoints to show clinical benefit. Perhaps the most 

challenging aspect of clinical trial design in this setting is that the standard of care for excision remains surgeon 

assessment, which is highly variable and subjective – ‘if it looks like cancer, cut it out.’ An imaging technology 

that is better than the accepted standard is likely to identify more positive margins compared to this standard 

technique when implemented into routine procedures.   It should be recognized that both functional outcomes 

and survival could be overshadowed in studies by post-operative adjuvant therapy, which is commonly 

performed in cases of positive margins.  Furthermore, surgical outcomes are dependent on surgical technique 

where complete resection is balanced with functional or cosmetic outcome.  Thus, survival depends on 

performing a radical resection balanced by conservative resection to preserve functional outcome; however, 

positive functional outcomes without successful oncologic outcomes are meaningless.  

There are other clinical trial endpoints that could be considered as secondary endpoints.  These include 

quality of life, retention of normal tissue, preservation of normal tissue function (i.e. nerves, ureters, lymphatics, 

vasculature), reduction of operative time and associated operating room costs, reduction in morbidities and 
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complications related to prolonged general anesthesia, change in rate of positive margins, and reduction in the 

need for salvage surgery or adjuvant therapy when using the technique.  

CONCLUSION 

The field of optical imaging for surgical guidance is rapidly expanding with the introduction of new 

agents and hardware that will transition into the market-place over the next five years.  Submission of an IND 

to investigate safety, molecular targeting and timing of surgery is the first step toward successful clinical 

implementation. As contrast-based optical imaging techniques are introduced into patients, the primary 

endpoints of initial clinical trials should demonstrate safety and that fluorescence imaging could be used to 

clearly delineate normal from tumor tissues.  Ongoing interactions with the FDA are necessary to determine 

the regulatory pathway for IND submission and eventual clinical approval. 
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       Table 1: Ongoing Clinical Trials 

 
FAP=Familial Adenomatous Polyposis; ALA=aminolevulinic acid  
Registered ongoing clinical trials as of July 16, 2015. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Biological 
agent 

Trial phase Identifier Condition Target PI Sponsor 

Bevacizumab- 
IRDye800CW 

I NCT01691391 FAP* VEGF WB Nagengast 
University Medical 
Centre Groningen 

Bevacizumab-
IRDye800CW 

I NCT01972373 Rectal cancer VEGF WB Nagengast 
University Medical 
Centre Groningen 

Bevacizumab-
IRDye800CW 

I NCT01508572 Breast cancer VEGF GM van Dam 
University Medical 
Centre Groningen 

Bevacizumab-
IRDye800CW 

I NCT02129933 
Premalignant 
Esophageal 

lesions 
VEGF WB Nagengast 

University Medical 
Centre Groningen 

Cetuximab-
IRDye800CW 

I NCT01987375 
Head and neck 

cancer 
EGFR EL Rosenthal 

University of Alabama 
at Birmingham 

Panitumumab-
IRDye800CW 

Pilot NCT01998273 
Head and neck 

cancer 
EGFR EL Rosenthal 

University of Alabama 
at Birmingham 

MDX1201-A488 Pilot NCT02048150 
Prostate 
cancer 

PMSA T Wilson 
City of Hope Medical 

Center 
 

ProstaFluor® Observational NCT01173146 
Prostate 
cancer 

PMSA D Herrell Spectros Corporation 

AVB-620 I NCT02391194 Breast cancer Proteases RY Tsien UCSD 

BLZ-100 I NCT02234297 
Glioma brain 

tumors 
MMP-2  

Annexin VII 
CG Patil Blaze Bioscience Inc. 

5-ALA I NCT00870779 

High grade 
glioma, 

meningioma, 
pituitary 

adenoma or 
metastasis 

Porphyrin 
Synthesis 

DW Roberts 
K Paulsen 

Dartmouth-Hitchcock 
Medical Center 

5-ALA II NCT01445691 Brain tumors 
Porphyrin 
Synthesis 

C Hadjipanayis Emory University 

5-ALA I 
II 

NCT01128218 Brain tumors 
Porphyrin 
Synthesis 

JW Cozzens 
Southern Illinois 

University 

5-ALA Observational NCT01837225 Breast cancer 
Porphyrin 
Synthesis 

WL Leong 
RS DaCosta 

University Health 
Network, Toronto 

5-ALA II NCT00752323 Brain tumors 
Porphyrin 
Synthesis 

A Sloan 
Case Comprehensive 

Cancer Center 
 

5-ALA I NCT02191488 Brain tumors 
Porphyrin 
Synthesis 

DW Roberts 
Dartmouth-Hitchcock 

Medical Center 

5-ALA III NCT01502280 Glioblastoma 
Porphyrin 
Synthesis 

N Sanai 
St. Joseph's Hospital 
and Medical Center 

5-ALA Observational  NCT02155452 Glioblastoma 
Porphyrin 
Synthesis 

AV Moiyadi 
Tata Memorial 

Hospital 

LUM015 I NCT01626066 
Sarcoma, 

Breast cancer 
Cathepsin D Kirsch 

Duke University 
Medical Center 
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Table 2: Summary of Recommendations 
 

• Microdosing can be used to confirm target specificity but insufficient for intraoperative imaging. 

• It is currently unclear if the device and the drug product should be paired or general parameters for devices set 
for each drug product. Discussions during a pre-IND meeting or during a subsequent meeting with FDA (such an 
End of Phase 2 meeting) should address combination product development considerations. However, it is 
preferable for device manufacturers to seek marketing approval without restriction of the device to any specific 
optical imaging agent if the device can successfully image more than one fluorophore within the device’s 
excitation/emission spectrum. 

• Dose and time ranging studies should be performed in phase I clinical trial setting. A dose escalation study 
designed to detect optimal imaging contrast during surgery as well as safety is generally preferred over a trial 
design or dosing schedule intended solely to assess imaging agent safety. 

• Considering the multiple indications optical imaging agents may ultimately be approved for, the common 
verification for a cancer indication should be demonstration that the imaging successfully delineates normal from 
abnormal tissue. There is a consensus that a standard methodology should be introduced to accomplish the 
correlation of fluorescence with the presence of tumor. 

• The general consensus is that in order for optically guided surgery to advance to routine clinical use, there must 
be a widely adopted methodology for fluorescence assessment. This degree of standardized and objective 
assessment will be helpful for regulatory approval in order to critically demonstrate the ability of the technique to 
provide disease-specific contrast. 

• Acceptable toxicity for optical contrast agents for oncologic surgery should be between diagnostic and 
therapeutic agents. 

• Grade 2 toxicity in 20% of the population is an acceptable threshold as a dose limiting toxicity. 


